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Preliminary assessment of impacts from 
freedom of choice legislation  
An entirely new type of freedom of choice model is being prepared for Finland as part of its 
health, social services and regional government reform. A fully equivalent freedom of choice 
system has not been implemented in any other country, so it is not feasible to directly use the 
experiences of other nations in assessing the impacts. There is, to some extent, research 
information available on the implementation of freedom of choice in accordance with Finland’s 
Health Care Act (Terveydenhuoltolaki, 2011), and this has been utilised in the various sections 
of this assessment. Where applicable, research studies and reports published on Sweden’s 
freedom of choice system have also been applied in the impact assessment.  

The impact assessment contained within the general considerations of the Government’s draft 
proposal is still in progress, as many of the pivotal matters from the perspective of assessment 
are still not outlined. The assessment will be supplemented as the sections and detailed 
rationales are further defined.  

The reform is assessed from several perspectives: the impacts on the tasks of the authorities; 
impacts on regions; impacts on other authorities; regional development impacts; economic 
impacts; impacts directed towards people; language-related rights; impacts on the production 
of services; corporate, competition and market impacts; impacts on personnel, employment 
and working life; and information society impacts. 

A summary of the most important impact assessment observations follows: 

Start-up phase most critical in establishing markets 
• The experiences of other countries indicate that producer replacement is minimal, so the 

market shares emerging during the start-up phase may remain long-term.  
• From the perspective of initial-phase listing, the question of whether a producer has the 

opportunity and incentive to specifically select clients in a detrimental manner is a decisive 
factor. Specific selection of clients during the opening phase would exert a long-term effect 
on the position of various operators as well as the development of overall costs.  

• It is evident that the clientele of businesses producing freedom of choice services rests on 
the foundation of earlier customership. The current clientele of private enterprises is 
founded primarily on clients who privately use occupational health care and private services, 
the majority of whom are generally healthy. The ‘old public’ clientele of companies owned 
by the region is made up of patients who are outside the sphere of occupational health care 
services: frequently they are elderly and have multiple illnesses.  

• The specific selection of clients and subsequent funding is a pivotal factor in the control of 
markets when the compensation received by producers is the same for all. Already during 
the freedom of choice system start-up phase, comprehensive information that can be 
obtained from public information networks regarding the content of the operations offered 
by directly selected service producers and the accessibility and quality of services is 
fundamental from the perspective of client selection. 
 

Implementation of savings is uncertain 
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• The freedom of choice model offers possibilities to rein in expenditure. The savings goals 

are nevertheless considerable, and a great many factors of uncertainty are linked with the 
implementation of the freedom of choice system. These are, for example, the risks 
connected with opening up markets, what the system as a whole is based on, and the 
dynamics of the competition process and their control. 

• The cost impacts of oral health care can be massive, depending on the level of 
compensation and extent of services provided. 

• The extensiveness of direct-selection services as well as the contracts concluded with 
producers and compensation practices all define how significant the potential cost savings 
obtained by the freedom of choice system can be from the overall perspective. 

 
Establishing a multi-provider system incurs costs 
 
• Transaction costs are considerable, particularly during the starting phase of the freedom of 

choice system. This is due to the change in the administration and method of governance. 
Resources are needed for the development and organisation of contract management, 
among other things, as well as to assure expertise in contractual supervision. In addition, 
significant investments in the ICT systems are required by the start-up phase.  

• Resources and expertise are also needed in the specification of service entities and service 
chains as well as the establishment of regional companies and the transfer of personnel in 
connection with handling matters of employment. 

• Permanent administrative costs consist of, for instance, contract management, supervision 
of producers, harmonisation of salaries and ICT systems maintenance. 

 
Incentives are decisive 
 
• Producers’ incentives significantly affect not only expenditure but the achievement of the 

freedom of choice system-related quality- and reform-based goals as well, in addition to 
the realisation of equality in services. 

• Establishing incentives on the right level is decisive from the perspective of, for instance, 
how producers can be introduced to the market and how they implement services. 
Incentives should, for example, ensure that the producers function cooperatively in the 
treatment chains, promote development and innovations in order to improve services, and 
prevent the specific selection of clients.  

 
Implementation of integration may be challenging 
 
• A client plan is a pivotal tool for the implementation of service integration, but its 

realisation largely remains subject to the wish for cooperation on the part of various 
operators and the procedures for collaboration thereby created. The intention is to 
harmonise the regulations concerning the service and client plans related to the various 
content-based laws, so that the making of client plans in the KANTA service is also 
harmonised and employed by all service providers therein.  

• The realisation of integration in the multi-provider model is challenging, because service 
production is not directly under the administrative control of the region. On the part of the 
region, the realisation of integration in treatment entities and service chains requires 
careful specification, developmental cooperation with providers, and contractual supervision 
as well as monitoring.  
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• It is unclear how the integration of information will be implemented during the start-up 

phase.  
 
ICT and leading with knowledge 
• A great challenge in implementing the freedom of choice system is the inadequacy of the 

database required, particularly during the system start-up phase. 
• It is still unclear how the development of the information systems will be synchronised with 

the implementation of the schedule for the freedom of choice system. 
• In launching the freedom of choice system, clients require comprehensive information to 

support their choices. Information is needed on both the national and regional level as 
support for the arrangements, system guidance, monitoring and supervision. 

• The implementation of ICT projects requires strong national coordination (the linkage of 
many projects, policy-based decisions) as well as substantial financing. 

 
Accessibility on the part of various population groups may 
improve 
 
• The large size of organisers may improve the equal accessibility of freedom of choice 

services between various population groups as well as between men and women. In this 
service, case management, counselling and support in selection situations have an 
important role. 

• The variety of the regions’ population and social structure can complicate the 
implementation of the equality objective. Service provision evidently increases in large 
residential centres, but additional provision in sparsely populated areas may not 
necessarily be generated. Thus the implementation of freedom of choice and earlier faster 
access to treatment in basic level services are realised unequally.  

• From the perspective of equality between various population groups, it is decisive how the 
compensation criteria of service providers is determined, as well as the listing-related 
regulation and procedures of clients. For example, the system must not encourage the 
detrimental specific selection of clients. The system should ensure that the selections of 
those in a weaker position as well are supported. An adequate number of free-of-charge 
counselling/guidance services should be made available to the population that take the 
needs of various population groups into consideration.  

 
Clients’ freedom of choice will increase 
 
• Freedom of choice on the part of clients will increase significantly by reference to the 

current system when freedom of choice covering the nation as a whole as well as the 
selection of a professional under certain terms and conditions also expand into social 
welfare.  

• Availability and a customer-oriented approach may improve via incentives generated to 
providers.  

• Particularly during the initial phase, the system may appear complicated to the client, and 
not all clients have either the wish or ability to select a suitable service provider for 
themselves. 

• The development work for the required information systems is only beginning, so obtaining 
information on the alternatives available to the customer is difficult, particularly during the 
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initial phase. The running-in of the system requires extensive communications, orientation 
on the part of clients, and case management.  

• The equality of inhabitants may suffer when all regions do not have similar possibilities to 
ensure inhabitants’ freedom of choice. 

• From the client’s perspective, the multi-provider model may complicate the realisation of 
health- and social services-based services. 

 
Possibilities for entrepreneurial activity will increase 
 
• The freedom of choice system increases possibilities for entrepreneurial activity and 

diversifies the provider community. Production methods will become diversified due to the 
networking approach, subcontracting chains, primary vouchers, extended vouchers and 
personal budget. 

• Expertise and wide operational scope matching modern social and health centres are 
required of direct-selection service providers. This may lead to restriction in the provider 
community to only a few private operators and regionally owned companies that have the 
skill and sufficient resources to act with full responsibility as a producer of direct-selection 
services.  

• It is evident that the total number of large enterprises in the sector will grown from that 
presently with the incorporation of current public services. The total number of small- and 
medium-sized companies will stay the same or increase somewhat as a result of 
subcontracting chains, primary vouchers and a personal budget.  

• Health and care vouchers are not expected to significantly expand the markets within the 
sphere of competition, because it is a voluntary tool for regions, and because its application 
matches, to a large extent, current service vouchers.  

• In the freedom of choice system, it is important to maintain equal operational prerequisites 
on the market amongst the producers. 

• Current public production will be obliged to adapt with a rapid schedule to the new kind of 
operational environment. The incorporation process can be officially initiated only after the 
operations of the regions have been launched.  

• The incorporation of public services represents a significant challenge from the perspective 
of financing the start-up phase. 

 
The organisational task of the regions is challenging 
 
• The freedom of choice system requires a new type of governance. The organiser’s power, 

responsibility and tasks will be implemented in a new kind of system in which control via 
contracts and information is pivotal.  

• The organiser’s strategic goals – such as accessibility of services and guaranteeing 
integration – will become more complicated. They will be implemented indirectly via 
contract management and monitoring. 

• Networking, subcontracting and the use of primary vouchers by the providers will result in 
new kinds of contractual technology challenges. 

• The starting points and resources for regions as developers and maintainers of the freedom 
of choice system and as market developers differ from each other.  

 


